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Preprocessing:
1. Neural Time Series Prediction Preprocessing (NTSPP) was applied to all signals all subjects
using the self-organizing fuzzy neural network (SOFNN). In a few cases subject performed
slightly better without NTSPP however for the majority of subjects significant increases in the
average accuracy were provided by NTSPP. NTSPP has been extended to work with any number
of classes and any number of channels
2. The signals predicted via NTSPP are then spectrally filtered in subject specific frequency bands –
a coarse tuning of frequency bands via a heuristic search and a selection criterion based on overall
classification accuracy in five-fold cross validation.
3. The Common Spatial Patterns approach was then applied to the Spectrally Filtered NTSPP
signals to reduce dimensionality and improve separability further.
Feature extraction:
1. The CSP filters were varied from 1-4. With NTSPP each class can contain 88 channels (4 * 22 for
a 4 class dataset and 6 for the 2 class dataset (3channels * classes) because a predictor is trained
for each call and each channel thus producing additional data. NTSPP produces predicted signals
which have higher interclass variability than the originals signals but can result in large
dimensionality with redundancy. CSP is an ideal approach to reduce this dimensionality and
further increase separability. Most of the subjects in dataset 2a and 2b benefited from a NTSPPSpectral Filter-CSP combination.
2. The log variance of each filtered channel is calculated with a one second sliding window across
all time points and used as features. A new set of CSP filters is built for each time point also
using a one second data window.
Classification:
1.

Various classifiers were tested including 3 different variants of LDA, SVM (1vs1 and 1-versusthe-rest) for multiclass datasets and all five combined in a committee system. In addition to LDA
and other classifier available in the BioSig tool box were employed in addition to a Bates based
classifier. In most cases a single classifier worked the best although in some cases the committee
system improved performance. For the competition entry the committee system was not entered.
The classifier and overall systems which achieved the highest mean classification accuracy for
the peak time points was used for the competition entry.
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